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We demonstrate a multi-domain scheme for calculation of electronic and optical properties of semiconductor
nanostructures. Three progressively smaller computational domains are used for strain simulation, single particle
states calculation and computation of the Coulomb scattering matrix elements. Proposed approach oers a
signicant reduction of computational time and memory savings without sacricing the accuracy of obtained
spectra. We illustrate this method on the example of InAs/InP self-assembled quantum dots.
PACS: 73.21.La, 78.67.Hc, 71.15.m, 71.15.Qe

1. Introduction

(e.g. articially reducing system symmetry).

Atomistic modeling of optical and electronic properties of semiconductor nanostructures is a very demanding
computational task.

Up-to-date computers, even mas-

sively parallel machines, do not have satisfactory computational power allowing for an ab initio treatment of
million atom nanostructures such as quantum dots or
quantum wires [1, 2]. For a practical solution the calculation is typically divided into set a smaller, subsequent
calculations [310]: starting with strain eld calculation
(geometry optimization), followed by calculation of single
particle levels and then calculation of the Coulomb scattering matrix elements as a necessary prerequisite for a
nal calculation of many-body excitonic spectra.
Strain eld calculation is based on either continuum
elasticity or atomistic approach [11], typically some avor of valence force eld method (VFF [12]). Single particle states are usually obtained with the eective mass [1],

k · p method [2, 3] or atomistic semi-empirical approaches
like empirical tight-binding (ETB [10, 1315]) or empirical pseudopotentials method (EPM [46]).

Finally,

the Coulomb and optical matrix elements are calculated

With do-

main size necessary for proper simulation of strain eects
reaching 100 nanometers [19], computational domains for
8
the strain simulation are on the order of 10 atoms, presenting a signicant challenge already at the level of the
strain simulation.

The use of modern multi-processor

computers and parallelization of force eld equations enables for attacking systems even up to several hundred
million atoms, well beyond the size needed for the conver8
gence of the strain simulation. However using large (10 )
computational domains for the atomistic single particle
levels calculation would be prohibitive, as for example
the size of the tight-binding (TB) matrix would reach
≈ 1010 × 1010 which is too large for a practical calculation. Fortunately, conned quantum dot states are by
their nature predominately localized in the quantum dot
area with relatively small (510%) contribution in the
surrounding matrix material.

This allows for choosing

smaller computational domain for the single particle calculation with number of atoms typically reaching up to
106 atoms, resulting in signicant memory saving and
speed-up of entire calculation [19].
Once single particle states are calculated, the next

and excitation spectra for several quasi-particles (exciton, biexciton, trions) are calculated with the use of con-

step is the calculation of many-body spectra.

guration interaction method [1, 7, 10].

step can be further decomposed into two parts:

This
cal-

undoubtedly

culation of the Coulomb (and optical) matrix elements

demonstrated their usability in describing main spectral

and then the actual many-body calculation which is

features of semiconductor quantum dots [1, 2], in recent

typically achieved by conguration interaction (CI) ap-

years atomistic approaches have proven to be necessary

proach. With the proper parallelization scheme and un-

for accurate description of the details of electronic and

der nearest (or second-nearest) neighbors approximation

excitonic spectra of semiconductor nanosystems [1618].

both the VFF and TB parts can scale nearly linearly

Contrary to continuous matter approaches, in the atom-

with the number of atoms. Contrary, the calculation of

istic calculation the characteristic spatial resolution is not

the Coulomb matrix elements, even neglecting the con-

arbitrary, but is given by well dened atomic grid that

tributions from three- and four-center integral, reduces

cannot be reduced without altering system properties [11]

to double summations [8, 10, 15] over the (large) list of
2
atoms in computational domain resulting in O(n ) scal-

While

continuous

matter

approaches

ing. As for the sake of the following CI calculation one
4
needs to calculate on the order of 10 dierent Coulomb
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integrals this calculation turns to be the most time con-
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In this pa-

per we show that the size of the computational domain
needed for the calculation of many body properties can
be further reduced when compared to TB domain giving
substantial savings in time of calculation and memory
resources.
In the end we propose a scheme in which one uses
three progressively smaller computational domains: the
largest for the strain simulation, the intermediate for the
single particle spectra, and nally the smallest for the
calculation of the Coulomb matrix elements.

2. Strain domain
We illustrate our approach on the example of InAs/InP
self-assembled disc-shaped quantum dot. The quantum
dot height is 2.4 nm and its diameter is 18 nm. The dot
is situated on a 0.6 nm thick wetting layer. The computational domains at all scales were chosen to have cylindrical symmetry in order to match that of the quantum
dot. The domain size is dened by its height (dimension
parallel to the quantum dot growth direction) and radius.
Strain calculations were performed using VFF method
described in detail in our earlier works [9, 10].

Atomic

positions obtained in VFF step are afterwards used for
3 5 ∗
the TB calculation (sp d s parameterization [14, 20]).
Figure 1a shows the trace of strain tensor proles in
the dot area for several dierent VFF domain heights (radius xed at 50 nm). The larger the buer is the more

Fig. 1. Prole of strain tensor through the quantum
dot center for dierent thicknesses of the VFF buer in
vertical direction (a). Evolution of single particle gap
(b) as a function of buer radial and vertical thickness.
Evolution of electron (E1) and hole (H1) ground state
energies (c) as a function of VFF domain vertical thickness.
to highly (7%) strained InAs/GaAs systems considered
in the above paper.

strain accumulates in the dot area and less in the sur-

3. Tight-binding domain

rounding buer in agreement with analogous calculation
by Lee et al. [19].

Once the buer thickness is larger

than 30 nm, there is no noticeable dierence in strain
distribution. One can however argue whether the strain
distribution is a good gure of merit and rather use single particle spectra calculated for dierent strain domain
sizes as a reliable measure of convergence.

Figure 1b

shows evolution of the single particle gap as a function
of VFF domain thickness in vertical (growth) direction
and domain thickness in quantum dot plane. Due to biaxial character of strain in at, disc-like quantum dot
and dominant connement in growth (vertical) direction, the system properties alter more with the change
of the domain height rather than its radius. Despite the
small height of quantum dot (2.4 nm) as compared to the
domain height, choosing too small computational domain
will result in existence of unrelaxed strain in the system
causing shift of both electrons and holes on almost equal
footing as shown in Fig. 1b. This is a manifestation of
a long range character of strain eects and hence rather
slow convergence with the change of the domain size.
Only the domain with the buer thickness in radial

Having established the converged VFF domain size,
one can determine TB domain size again by varying domain radius or height. Figure 2a shows evolution of single
particle gap as function of the TB domain thickness in
radial and vertical direction. Similarly to the VFF case,
due to large connement in the growth direction, the system properties are more altered by changing TB domain
height (size in the growth direction), rather than the radius.

However there is a noticeable dierence between

electron and hole states (Fig. 2b): due to the stronger
connement the holes single particle energies will converge faster.

The domain thickness of about 5 nm in

radial and vertical direction guarantees convergence of
hole and electron ground states single particle energies
below 0.1 meV. As the convergence rate with the TB domain size is related to the degree of the quantum state
localization, the higher lying electron and holes states
will demand larger domains and we note that should be
taken into account when studying multi-excitonic eects
involving highly excited single particle states.

direction on the order of 30 nm and buer thickness

4. Coulomb matrix element domain

in vertical thickness larger than 40 nm will guarantee
that changes of single particle energies will be lower than
1 meV. Such a large domain size is in agreement with the

matrix

elements

work by Lee et al. [19], which might be surprising as we

(CME) consists of two contributions [8, 10]:

The

calculation

of

the

Coulomb

the cal-

consider less (3%) strained InAs/InP system as compared

culation of on-site terms which scales linearly with the
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size roughly half the size of the TB domain, resulting in
four times faster calculation compared to full size CME
2
due to the O(n ) scaling. For the 1 meV accuracy (5%)
in calculation of the Coulomb integrals savings could be
even more substantial oering about 10 times speed-up.

5. Conclusions
We have demonstrated the multi-scale (multi-domain)
approach for calculation of spectral properties of semiconductor nanosystems illustrated with the example of

Fig. 2. Evolution of single particle gap (E1H1) as a
function of TB domain thickness in radial and vertical
direction (a). Evolution of electron ground (E1) and
hole ground (H1) states energies as a function of TB
buer vertical thickness (b).

InAs/InP disk-like quantum dots. We have also veried
our conclusion performing calculation for larger (h

3.0

=

nm) elongated quantum dot (not shown here) and

obtaining similar conclusions. We have shown that progressively smaller computation domains can be used for
strain, single particle and Coulomb matrix elements cal-

number of atoms and, the dominant, o-site contribution that scales like the square of the numbers of atoms
in the domain.

As for the study of multi-excitonic ef-

fects one needs to take into account many single particle
states [7]; this results in a necessity of calculation of large
4
number (> 10 ) of integrals presenting a formidable numerical task [7]. In order to reduce the numerical eort
one can consider using smaller domain for CME calculation as compared to the TB case and verify validity of
such approach by convergence tests.

culation, with corresponding number of atoms: 20 mln,
0.33 mln, 0.177 mln guaranteeing convergence within assumed thresholds. For the considered system (at, disc-shape quantum dot) we also found that it is more benecial (in terms of introduced error) to reduce domain sizes
in radial (lateral) direction, rather in vertical (growth)
direction due to dominant system connement in the latter. As the number of atoms grows proportionally to the
square of the domain radius, such approach additionally
results in having a smaller number of atoms in the domain. We have found that the apparent convergence in
strain tensor distribution does not guarantee convergence
in the corresponding single particle spectra.

We notice

that the Coulomb integrals calculated for better conned
(hole) states converge faster with increasing domain size,
than those of less conned (electron) states. To summarize, we propose a multi-scale approach that signicantly
reduces computational eort in calculation of single particle and many-body properties of semiconductor quantum dots.
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Fig. 3. Evolution of the electronhole Coulomb energy
Je1 h1 of the ground electronhole s state, electron
electron Je1 e1 and holehole Jh1 h1 Coulomb energies as
a function of domain thickness in radial (a) and vertical
(b) direction.
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Figure 3 shows the evolution of the electronhole
Coulomb

s

state,

energy Je1 h1 of
electronelectron

the

Je1 e1

ground
and

electronhole

holehole

Jh1 h1

Coulomb energies as a function of domain thickness in
vertical (a) and radial (b) direction.

The convergence

rate depends strongly on the level of localization of states
contributing the integrals, thus integrals involving well
localized holes will converge faster than those with electrons. Again there is a very noticeable dierence between
domain size in growth and lateral thickness. Buer thickness of 2 nm in radial direction and 3 nm is already sufcient to guarantee convergence below 100

µeV (≈ 0.5%

accuracy). Such dimensions result in overall CME buer
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